








Notes for Puccini’s Fire (April 2020)













































Half of New Years Day Painting, Decker Canyon 2021 Oil on Canvas



































































































Another Day on The Surface of Planet Earth

Where is the notebook from these days?? Decker Canyon, Dec. 2020















Image from toy museum in Mexico City, 2017

OmniCam Advertisements seen on previous 3 pages and the following
page were made by Tyler Berrier and Irina Jasnowski Pascual

as Portia di Plastica for the Nap issue of Snooper Magazine in July 2020, published winter 2021.

Snoooper.org

Omnicam is closely associated to the shooting of Mystic Movie (2020),
Democritus and Lucretius philosophies on perception (idols-atoms) and Emepedocles understanding of sensorial

Reception via Skin pores (constant stream of effluences)
p. 52-55 Deep Time of the Media by S. Zielinski









From Green Show curated by Georgia Diva McGovern at Olympia, autumn 2020







Robert Fludd-



4/08/21   Peasant Footage Unearthed
Ryan:
“The footage you have is The Imaginary realm
The way we talk about it and frame it and try to understand it is the Symbolic Realm
The real is whatever the video turns out to be”

The captured images operate on the level of The Imaginary

The characters, the locations, the situations themselves are free floating
Attached to nothing

Attaching the imaginary to the symbolic..

Narrative God voice as:

THE CAPTURED IMAGES IN THE FOLLOWING FEATURE
PRESENTATION OPERATE ON THE LEVEL OF THE IMAGINARY. ALL CHARACTERS, LOCATIONS, AND
SITUATIONS ARE ATTACHED TO NOTHING.

EMPTY SPACE HAS PURPOSELY BEEN ALLOTTED (TO ENHANCE ITS NARRATIVE CONTENT)
IN KEEPING WITH ITS LACK OF NARRATIVE CONTENT THIS FILM MAY BE WATCHED IN ANY ORDER AT VARIOUS
STAGES OF SLEEP OR PERIPHERAL ACTIVITY.
IT HAS BEEN FORMATTED TO FIT YOUR SCREEN.
MADE FOR SURROUND SOUND.
CLOSED CAPTIONING PROVIDED BY _____ https://readingsounds.net/chapter2/

footage moves character through five centuries of time like only
movie camera can do
Notes to self:
The actual content is not as important as the structure or lack of structure of the movie



Additional “disclaimers”:
In 1826 Swiss Physicist Daniel Colladon and French Mathematician Charles Sturm conducted an experiment in Lake Geneva which resulted in
the first quantitive measurement of sound speed in water. They measured the elapsed time between a flash of light and the sound of a
submerged ship's bell heard using an underwater listening horn. They measured a sound speed of 1435 metres per second over a 17
kilometre(Km) distance.

The speed of sound in water increases with increasing pressure, temperature and salinity.[22][23] The maximum speed in pure water under
atmospheric pressure is attained at about 74 °C; sound travels slower in hotter water after that point; the maximum increases with pressure.

How to describe these to viewer as frameworks in which to consider a new speed/mode of travel/thought/rem

Tyler wat did u say about Oracle… mystic aspect

I think I was saying something about an artist being like “uh yeah I’m actually just a channel for this stuff” when
to many the point of art would be something more didactic or like motivated by a desire to express something
specific. I feel like its cool because it leans on the ancient tradition of mystical thinking as the way to explain
the unexplainable, and in some way shirks the responsibility of having an artistic vision. I don’t mean that it is
visionless, but its just like practicing like olympic agility re: priorities.  I feel like a lot of mystic movie is shot with
like movie tropes, which typically are used to be fast signifiers of a certain thing, but maybe it feels more like a
carousel of things we know but how they come togeth is more perplexing, and to me where it relates to IJPs
other work. The connections between things are to me the important thing, its like standing on a bridge forever
as your destination, rather than trying to use it to get to the other side.  I also like how it is decidedly not
algorithmic, like building in a randomizer would actually be just as fascist as telling a story, so holding onto that
auteur editing is hot.

Fasten your seat belts cuz this is going to sound like a bullshit sentence, but I was thinking about making tv
and movies that are not meant to be watched perse, like they can be but they are more made to be made, and
I was thinking about the differences in creating space to say Something vs creating space to say Nothing. One
might listen to gibberish and say they are not actually saying anything because they can’t understand the
meaning of what they are saying, but you could also be like, no they are just saying “something,” which is so
uncomfortable but more true to me.  It is more difficult to ascribe value to something if it is so evasive of
meaning or w/e.

Notes on soundtrack:

Against polyphony as it is order and not ‘chaos’

“Giacinto Scelsi

"The Messenger"

by Alex Ross

The New Yorker, Nov. 21, 2005.



In the beginning was the Tone. Throughout musical history, composers have commenced major works with a
primordial hum, as if to suggest that the universe was audible before it became visible. Monteverdi’s “Orfeo,”
the first masterpiece of opera, begins with an open fifth, notes like twin pillars, over which a high trumpet plays
skirling fanfares. Haydn’s “Creation” begins with monumental octave Cs, which have the weight of the word of
God. Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony starts softly, almost imperceptibly, with A and E gleaming in the horns and
shimmering in the strings: we tune in to an eternity-in-progress. Wagner’s four-day “Ring” cycle is set in
motion by a similar cosmogenic drone: an E-flat rumbles deep in the “mystic abyss,” as the orchestra pit in
Bayreuth is called, and wave upon wave of consonant harmony emanates from it.”

“He did not consider himself a composer, but rather a medium or vessel who transcendentally received musical
messages while meditating and improvising at the piano or on the guitar and percussion instruments. Such
“intuitive” or “real time” compositions were taped and transcribed and edited by others since the 1940s.”

“For Scelsi sound was cosmic energy and three-dimensional: “The sound is round like a sphere, yet when one
hears it, it seems to have only two dimensions: register and duration-of the third [dimension] we know that it
exists, but it escapes us in some way. The high and low overtones sometimes give the impression of a more
comprehensive, manifold sound beyond duration and register, but it is difficult to comprehend its complexity.”
Searching for the “third dimension” or “depth” of sound, Scelsi attempted to expand the tonal realm and
focused more and more on one or two single pitches”







Graffiti behind dioramas at the American Museum of Natural History, Feb. 2021





Public School North Manhattan

















Xmas day Salton Sea 2020





Paper sexting, 2020
























































